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Role of nanoscopic liquid bridges in static friction

Henry Bock,* Dennis J. Diestler,† and Martin Schoen‡
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~Received 23 February 2001; published 25 September 2001!

Interpretations of recent experiments on the effects of humidity on friction hypothesize that liquid-water
bridges can span nanoscopic gaps at the interface between the sliding surfaces. By means of a lattice-gas model
the mechanisms by which such bridges may engender static friction at a single ideal nanoscopic contact were
studied. The model contact consists of a simple~spherically symmetric! fluid constrained between two plane-
parallel substrates decorated with weakly and strongly attractive stripes that alternate periodically in one
transverse direction. In analogy with the experiments the shear yield stress~yield strength! ts of the contact
was computed as a function of the chemical potentialm of the fluid ~the analog of humidity!. The influence of
other thermodynamic state variables, such as temperature and distance between the substrates, and of the
relative strength of the stripes on the yield-strength curves~i.e., ts versusm) was explored. Some intriguing
correlations between experiment and theory are observed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The force of static frictionFs between macroscopic bod
ies in contact, taken to be the minimum~shear! force needed
just to initiate relative movement of the bodies parallel w
the plane of contact~interface!, is usually observed to be
proportional via the coefficient of static frictionms to the
force normal to the interfaceFn ~i.e., Amonton’s law! @1#,
that is,

Fs5msFn . ~1!

As two unlubricated macroscopic surfaces are pressed
gether, they makemolecularcontact at relatively few asperi
ties ~spatially irregular prominences! of microscopic dimen-
sion @2#. The entire loadFn is borne by these asperitie
which may therefore undergo relaxations~e.g., plastic flow!
that are slow on the time scale of the measurement ofFs . As
a result,ms is often observed to depend on the time of ag
~i.e., the time elapsed between the measurement ofFs and
the contacting of the surfaces, or, more generally, the init
ization of the system!. For example, in a definitive study o
paper sliding on paper Heslotet al. @3# observed a logarith-
mic dependence ofms on time,

ms~ t !5as1bs ln~ t !, ~2!

where as and bs are constants andt is the time of aging.
Heslot et al. @3# imputed this aging to the ‘‘creeping’’ o
asperities. Similar behavior was found for steel sliding
soft metals@4# and for rock sliding on rock@5,6#. The aging
phenomenon is also observed in mechanical brakes
clutches, where a monotonic increase in the coefficien
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friction with time ~see, for example, Fig. 4 in@7#! is corre-
lated with the chemical composition at the interface.

Although the surfaces in the above mentioned exp
ments are dry, in the sense that they are not lubricated,
are nevertheless exposed to~generally uncontrolled! ambient
atmospheres. The possible role of adsorption at the inter
must therefore be considered. Bocquetet al. @8# studied the
effect of humidity on the mechanical behavior of an ide
granular medium~spherical glass beads contained in a cyl
drical drum!. They found that, when the humidity is suffi
ciently high, the angle of first avalanche of the beads, wh
corresponds to the condition in which the shear stress at
bead-bead contactlocally just exceeds the static frictionFs
~or shear yield stressts), depends logarithmically on the
time elapsed after an initial rolling of the drum is ceased.
a more recent study of the mechanical properties of the gl
bead medium, D’Anna@9# also observed a logarithmic de
pendence on aging time. Indeed, Bocquetet al. @8# aver that
the logarithmic character is universal and they hypothes
that it is due to the formation of nanoscopic liquid wat
bridges that span interfacial gaps. They assume that br
formation results from capillary condensation, which th
treat as a thermally activated process obeying Arrhenius’
@10,11#, with an activation energy proportional to the log
rithm of the relative humidity. A key assumption upon whic
the logarithmic form Eq.~2! ultimately rests is that there
exists a distribution of widths of interfacial gaps that c
serve as sites for nucleation of bridges, so that at any gi
aging time only a fraction of the gaps are bridged. The mo
also assumes that the classical empirical relation Eq.~1!
holds at the level of the gaps, where nowms is theconstant
‘‘internal’’ friction coefficient. The increase in yield stres
with time is due solely to the increase in the fraction of t
interfacial area covered by bridges, which are under tens
according to Kelvin’s equation@12#, which is assumed to
apply.

Although the above described aging experiments w
carried out at the macroscopic scale, their interpretation
peals to the existence of particular nanoscopic entities~liquid

e,
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HENRY BOCK, DENNIS J. DIESTLER, AND MARTIN SCHOEN PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 046124
bridges! whose behavior is dubiously related to the expe
mental conditions~the relative humidity! by Kelvin’s equa-
tion. Being based on classical thermodynamics, the mode
Bocquetet al. @8# can provide no information on themolecu-
lar origin of friction or on the mechanisms by which liqui
bridges affectFs . In particular, the coupling between th
molecular scale structure of the bridges and the nanos
geometrical and chemical variations in the asperities m
significantly influence the behavior of the bridges. In view
the important part played by nanoscopic liquid bridges
such practical phenomena as granular flow@8,9# and geologi-
cal transformations@5,6#, and in anticipation of the crucia
role of bridges in the functioning of microdevices@13,14#, it
behooves one to investigate the bridges on their own len
scale. For this purpose it is necessary to study single,
defined nanoscopic asperities. In recent years a variet
techniques, including lithography@15#, wet chemical etching
@16#, and microcontact printing@17#, have been used to fab
ricate solid substrates possessing precise geometrica
chemical patterns on micro- to nanoscales. Such decor
substrates can be moved over each other with almost ato
precision in regulated atmospheres, say, by means of su
force apparatus@18# or the atomic force microscope@19–21#.
This experimental setup would permit the investigation
frictional behavior~in particular, the role of liquid bridges!
of idealized contacts directly on the molecular scale. Inde
atomic force microscopy has already been used to exp
the effects of bridge formation on adhesion@22# and on fric-
tion @23,24#, albeit for macroscopic, unpatterned substrate

In light of the feasibility of direct experimental study o
liquid bridges at the nanoscale, we have undertaken a p
lel computational investigation of an idealized nanosco
contact: a film confined between plane-parallel substra
consisting of periodically alternating weakly and strong
~attractive! adsorbing strips. This model satisfies the mi
mum requirement for the contact to be capable of sustain
a shear stress: heterogeneity in directions parallel with
interface. We have previously studied the prototype us
both the~discrete! mean-field lattice-gas approximation@25–
28# and the Monte Carlo method in a specialized isostre
isostrain ensemble for a model with continuous intermole
lar interaction potentials@26,29,30#. In prior work we were
concerned mainly with the phase behavior of the adsor
film. Indeed, the occurrence of liquid bridges spanning
gaps between attractive strips in opposing substrates
confirmed.~We note that Ro¨cken and Tarazona@31# were
apparently the first to report the existence of bridge pha
observed in a lattice-gas treatment of a similar model.! The
effects of shearing on the phase diagram were also exam
@25–28#. Since the lattice-gas model exhibits the essen
features of the shearing behavior of the prototypical cont
as confirmed by Monte Carlo simulations@26#, and since it is
less demanding computationally than the Monte Ca
method, we shall adopt it for our present purpose.

In Sec. II we describe the model contact and its treatm
within the framework of the mean-field lattice-gas appro
mation. The principal results of the computations, the yie
strength curves~i.e., ts versus chemical potentialm), are
presented in Sec. III. The influence on the yield-stren
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curve of selected parameters of the model is explored. S
tion IV is given to a summary of our findings and to corr
lations between results of the calculations and the result
the experiment of Schergeet al. @23#.

II. MODEL AND THEORY

The idealized contact consists of a simple fluid~film! con-
fined between two plane-parallel substrates decorated
strongly and weakly attractive chemical stripes that altern
periodically in one transverse~x! direction. We take the
chemical stripes to lie parallel with they axis, so that the film
is homogeneous~and its properties are therefore translatio
ally invariant! in they direction. We treat the film within the
mean-field lattice-gas approximation, as detailed in previ
articles @25–28#. The positions of film molecules are con
strained to the sites of annx3ny3nz simple-cubic lattice
that spans the gap between the substrates. Space is thu
cretized and distance is measured in units of the lattice c
stant l , taken to be infinitesimally larger than the diamet
of a film molecule. On account of the hard-core repulsion
most only one film molecule can occupy a lattice site. Figu
1 schematizes a single unit cell of the contact projected o
the x-z plane. The ‘‘weak’’ and ‘‘strong’’ stripes span a tota
of nw (55, as depicted in Fig. 1! andns (55) lattice sites in
the x direction. We assume that the substrates can be
placed relative to each other in thex andz directions by only
integral numbers of sites~since space is discrete!. The rela-
tive alignment of the substrates in thex direction is specified
by the registrya, which is defined asa[Dnx /nx , where
Dnx is the number of sites by which the substrates are ou
‘‘exact’’ registry (a50, which is taken to be where stripes o
like type are precisely opposite each other!.

FIG. 1. Schematic side view of model contact: simple-cu
lattice gas confined between two plane-parallel substrates consi
of strongly attractive stripes alternating with weakly attractive on
periodically in thex direction. A molecule at a site in the centra
region ~black circle! interacts only with its six nearest neighbo
~the four in thex-z plane are depicted as light gray circles; the tw
additional ones in they-z plane are not shown!. At ns sites on either
substrate~dark gray squares! a molecule is subject to the ‘‘strong’
stripe (F i52e f s) as well as to up to five nearest neighbors; atnw

sites~light gray squares! a molecule is subject to the ‘‘weak’’ stripe
(F i52e f w) plus up to five nearest neighbors.
4-2
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ROLE OF NANOSCOPIC LIQUID BRIDGES IN STATIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 046124
We assume that the configurational energy can be
pressed as a sum of interactions between nearest-neig
pairs of molecules. We take the substrates to be so far a
that their direct interaction is negligible. The interaction b
tween film molecules is described by a square-well poten
having an attractive well of widthl and depthe f f . The
restriction on the occupancy of a site to a single molec
implicitly accounts for the repulsive part of the square we
The internal energy of the system can therefore be writte
the mean-field approximation as

U @r#52
e f f

2 (
i

N

(
j

n( i )

r ir j1(
i

N
F ir i , ~3!

wherer5$r1 ,r2 , . . . ,rN% is a vector whose elements a
the ~a priori! unknown mean occupation numbers~i.e., den-
sities!, N5nxnynz is the number of sites, andn( i ) is the
number of nearest neighbors of sitei (n55 or 6 in three
dimensions!. In Eq. ~3!, F i5F i

[1]1F i
[2] stands for the film-

substrate potential, where

F i
[1][F [1]~xi ,zi !55

`, zi,1

2e fs,1<xi<ns

2e fw ,ns,xi<nx
J , zi51

0, zi.1

~4!

represents the interaction with the lower substrate. Likew

F i
[2][F [2]~xi ,zi !

5H F [1]~xi2anx ,nz112zi !, anx,xi<nx

F [1]@xi2nx~a21!,nz112zi #, 0,xi<anx

~5!

specifies the interaction with the upper substrate where
tice sites are restricted to the set$(xi ,zi)u1<xi<nx,1<zi
<nz% ~see Fig. 1!.

We take the relative motion of the substrates to be su
ciently slow that the film remains in thermodynamic equili
rium at all instants. That is, we regard sliding as a revers
~quasistatic! process and apply equilibrium statistical m
chanics to compute the properties of the system. We note
the sliding of real contacts is generally irreversible~hyster-
etic! to an extent that depends on the time of measurementm
~proportional to the reciprocal of the rate of change ofa, or
equivalently the shear rate! relative to the relaxation timet r
of the rate-limiting molecular process involved in the cr
ation and destruction of the liquid bridges. In essence
assumetm@t r .

We treat the lattice gas as an open system in the u
thermodynamic sense so that its thermodynamic stat
specified by temperatureT and chemical potentialm. Thus,
in thermodynamic equilibrium the grand potentialV of the
lattice is minimum for a given set$T,m%. An upper bound on
V is given by the grand-potential functionalV@r# @28#,
04612
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V@r,T,m#5kBT(
i

N
@r i ln r i1~12r i !ln~12r i !#

1U@r#2m(
i

N
r i . ~6!

The local density~vector! r is determined by minimizingV
through the iterative procedure detailed in Ref.@26#. Substi-
tution of the resultingr back into the functional expressio
on the right side of Eq.~6! yields the approximate value o
the grand potential. Note thatV@r# is an implicit function of
eight parameters:e f s , e f w , ns , andnw , which specify the
chemical decoration of the substrates;anx and nz , respec-
tively the registry and distance between the substrates;T and
m. Because the contact is homogeneous in they direction,
the dependence ofV@r# on ny is trivial ~that is,V@r# is a
homogeneous function of degree 1 inny , all other param-
eters being fixed!.

The thermodynamic property of primary interest in t
present context is the shear stressTzx , which can be ex-
pressed in general as the rate of change ofV with the regis-
try per unit contact area@26#. Within the framework of the
discrete lattice model, we approximateTzx by the central-
difference formula

Tzx~anx!.
1

2nxny
@V~anx11!2V~anx21!#. ~7!

III. RESULTS

The object of principal interest is the shearyield stressts
of the model contact or, equivalently, the force of static fr
tion Fs5tsA, whereA5nxny is the area of the contact an

ts~T,m!5max
anx

Tzx~anx ;T,m! ~8!

is the maximum shear stressTzx that can be sustained by th
contact as the substrates are slid over one period in thx
direction while other thermodynamic state variables (m, T,
and nz) are held fixed. In particular, we focus onts as a
function of m with other parameters~exceptanx) kept con-
stant. The dependence ofts on m is the analog of the depen
dence of friction on humidity, as measured, for example,
the experiment of Schergeet al. @23#. The chemical potentia
of the bulk vapor relative to its value at saturation,m/msat,
~wheremsat523e f f independent ofT in the case of the cu-
bic lattice model employed here! is proportional to the loga-
rithm of the relative ‘‘humidity’’„i.e., to ln@p/psat(T)#, where
p is the vapor pressure, less than the pressurepsat(T) of the
saturated vapor….

Despite the relative simplicity of the present model, t
phase behavior of the confined lattice gas is quite rich,
was demonstrated recently@28#. However, with increasingT
most phases, except the gas, liquid, and bridge, bec
metastable or unstable at temperatures below those co
ered here. Of thesethree principal phases only the bridge
support a non-negligible shear stress. A bridge phase con
of a high~er!-density region stabilized by the ‘‘strongly’’ at
4-3
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tractive stripe (ns ,e f s! surrounded by two low~er!-density
regions supported predominantly by the ‘‘weakly’’ attracti
stripe (nw , e f w!. High~er!- and low~er!-density regions of
bridge phases alternate periodically in thex direction. Thus,
a bridge phase is inhomogeneous in thez direction on ac-
count of mere confinement; it is also inhomogeneous in thx
direction on account of the chemical corrugation. It is th
latter inhomogeneity that enables bridge phases to susta
shear stress applied in thex direction @26#.

However, the range of values ofm over which bridges can
exist is more or less restricted, depending on the value
the other parameters. Moreover, the eight-dimensional sp
of parameters is rather large, even though the model is on
the simplest capable of exhibiting bridge phases. To keep
computational burden within manageable bounds, we a
trarily fix the relative strength of the ‘‘strong’’ stripe (e f s)
and thex dimensions of the stripes (ns andnw) and look at
the influence of onlye f w , nz , andT on plots ofts versusm,
to which we refer henceforth as yield-strength curves.

Table I lists the values of the parameters for each of
four particular cases considered here. All numerical val
are henceforth given in standard dimensionless units~i.e.,
length in units of the lattice constantl , energy in units of the
depthe f f of the fluid-fluid square well, stress~pressure! in
units of e f f l

23, and temperature in units ofe f f /kB , where
kB is Boltzmann’s constant!.

A. Thermodynamic stability of bridge phases

Figure 2 illustrates the impact of a shear strainanx on the
phase behavior of bridge phases under various condit
~see Table I!. Consider, for example, the curve labeled I
Fig. 2~a!. It consists of two branches at lower and high
chemical potentials, which merge atanx520. The lower
branch represents the coexistence linemx

gb(T,anx), that is,
the chemical potential at which gas~g! and bridge~b! phases
coexist for a givenT and anx . Likewise, the upper branch
mx

bl(T,anx) represents the chemical potential of coexisti
bridge and liquid phases. The branches merge atasnx ,
which is defined through

mx
gb~T,asnx!5mx

bl~T,asnx!. ~9!

According to the principles of equilibrium thermodynamic
mx

i j (T,anx) is determined via

V i5V j , ~10!

TABLE I. Values of varied parameters~in dimensionless units
defined in text!. In all casese f s52.0, ns5nw520.

Case e f w nz T

I 0.5 5 1.2
II 0.5 10 1.2
III 0.0 10 1.2
IV 0.0 10 1.35
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whereV i[V@ri ,T,m i j # and i and j refer to particular mor-
phologies@gas (g), bridge (b), or liquid (l )#. If V i5V j is
the absolute minimum of the grand potential at the inters
tion m i j for given values ofT and anx , then mx

i j (T,anx)
[m i j . Thus, the set of thermodynamic states

FIG. 2. Coexistence linesmx
i j (T,anx) for T5const ~see text!.

~a! Cases I and II,~b! Cases II and III, and~c! Cases III and IV~see
Table I!. Solid lines are intended to guide the eye.
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M5$~m,anx!umx
gb~T,anx!,m,mx

bl~T,anx!,T5const%
~11!

represents the one-phase region of~sheared! bridge phases
with which we shall be mainly concerned. For a given sh
strain in the range 0,anx,asnx , the range ofm over
which the bridge is the thermodynamically stable phase
specified byM. At a5 1

2 (anx520), where the substrates a
maximally misaligned in thex direction, the bridge phas
must vanish~i.e., the gas-bridge and liquid-bridge coexis
ence lines must merge ata5 1

2 ) on account of the symmetr
of the film-substrate potential energy. Depending on the
rameters other thanm and anx , the plots in Fig. 2 exhibit
bifurcations atasnx,20. Hence, foranx.asnx the single
line corresponds tomx

gl(T,anx) common to coexisting ga
and liquid phases. Inspection of the curve labeled II in F
2~a! for anx.14 indicates that gas is the thermodynamica
stable phase in the range2`,m&23.035 whereas liquid is
stable over the range23.035&m,`. Consequently,a trnx
[asnx is the shear strain at which gas, liquid, and brid
phases coexist and thereforeT[Ttr

gbl(asnx) is the associ-
ated shear-strain dependent triple-point temperature~see, for
example, Fig. 9 in Ref.@27#!.

Table I indicates that the curves of each pair plotted
Figs. 2~a!–2~c! differ only in one parameter~namely,e f w ,
nz , or T!. For example, curves I and II in Fig. 2~a! corre-
spond to bridges of different lengths (nz). One expects the
longer bridge to be less stable against shear deforma
since work needs to be done on the bridge to stretch it. T
notion can be quantified by introducing the ‘‘area’’

A1F5E
0

asnx
@mx

bl~T,anx!2mx
gb~T,anx!#d~anx! ~12!

associated with the region of stability of the bridge pha
given by Eq.~11!. From Fig. 2~a! it is clear thatA1F for case
II ( nz510) is much smaller thanA1F for case I (nz55).
Moreover,asnx for case II is considerably less thanasnx
for case I. Note also that for both cases the one-phase re
is characterized by chemical potentialsmPM below bulk
saturation~i.e.,m,msat523), which indicates that all phas
transitions~i.e., gas-bridge, bridge-liquid, and gas-liquid! oc-
cur at chemical potentials below bulk saturation. The ess
tial reason for this behavior is that the net attraction of
lattice gas by the entire substrate is sufficiently strong
support partial~gas-bridge! or complete~bridge-liquid or
gas-liquid! condensation.

This scenario changes in Fig. 2~b! where nowmx
bl(T,anx)

for case III is shifted to values exceeding those of bulk sa
ration ~i.e., m.msat523, mPM ), except for the range 18
,anx<20. Notice also that for case IIImx

gb(T,anx) is
nearly identical with its counterpart for case II up to t
bifurcationasnx514 of the latter. Hence,A1F is consider-
ably larger for case III than for case II. This can be ration
ized in terms of the reduced attraction of the lattice gas
the weak stripes~see Table I!. To understand this one has
realize that~partial! condensation of gas leading to the fo
mation of a fluid bridge is promoted predominantly by t
strongstripes on account of the short-range nature of flu
04612
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substrate interactions. Therefore, sincee f s remains unaltered
between cases II and III, one expectsmx

gb(T,anx) to remain
unaffected, as the plots in Fig. 2~b! confirm. Again on ac-
count of the short-range nature of fluid-substrate interactio
condensation of a bridge phase leading to the formation
liquid is largely controlled by theweakstripes~i.e., bye f w).
Since the latter are purely repulsive for case III~and there-
fore do not promote condensation at all!, mx

bl(T,anx) is
shifted to chemical potentials exceedingmsat. In other words,
the magnitude ofA1F is determined by the degree of heter
geneity of the substrate, a measure of which is the differe
e f s2e f w .

Figure 2~c! demonstrates the effect of increasing tempe
ture of the longer bridge fromT51.20 ~case III! to T
51.35 ~case IV!. Over the range 0,anx,15 the warmer
bridge is stable over a wider range of chemical potent
Aboveanx515 the opposite is true. The areaA1F is greater
for case III, which indicates that the cooler bridge is the mo
robust.

B. Mean density of sheared bridge phases

To make contact with the experiment of Schergeet al. in
Sec. IV we examine the variation in the mean density of
bridge r̄(m,T,anx),

r̄~m,T,anx!5
1

N (
i 51

N
r i~m,T,anx!, ~13!

along paths of constantT andm @i.e., under constant relative
humidity m/msat} ln(p/psat)# indicated by the dotted lines in
Fig. 3. The correspondingr̄(m,T,anx) is shown in Fig. 4,
where we consider only thermodynamic states in the seM
defined in Eq.~11!. Since the shear strain at the intersecti
between a line of constantm and eithermx

gb(T,anx) or
mx

bl(T,anx) ~i.e., the envelope ofM ) depends onm as
shown in Fig. 3, the curves plotted in Fig. 4 vary in leng
Moreover,r̄(m,T,anx) is a monotonically increasing or de
creasing function ofanx , respectively, above or below som
characteristic chemical potentialm0 defined through

FIG. 3. As Fig. 2 for case III~see Table I!. Dotted lines indicate
paths of constant chemical potential~i.e., constant relative humid
ity! for which the mean density of bridge phases is plotted in Fig
4-5
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S ]r̄

]~anx!
D

T,m
U

m5m0

50 ~14!

near the ‘‘center’’ of M @see Eq.~11!#. For case III,m0
'msat523. However, we emphasize that this approxim
equality is fortuitous. In general,m0 depends on the param
etersns , nw , e f s , e f w , andT. Intuitively, the dependence o
r̄(m,T,anx) seems sensible. If, on the one hand, a brid
phase is sheared along paths of constantm,m0, it must
eventually coexist with a gas phase at the intersection
tween this constantm andmx

gb(T,anx) ~see Fig. 3!. Thus, the
bridge phase must become more gaslike as the intersecti
approached. Hence the mean density of bridge phases i
regimem,m0 should decrease with increasing shear stra
If, on the other hand, a bridge phase is sheared at con
m.m0, it must eventually coexist with a liquid phase whe
m5mx

bl(T,anx). By the same logic one therefore expects t
mean density of this bridge phase to increase with the s
strain.

The mean density is related to the shear stress through
Maxwell relation@30#

2S ]r̄

]~anx!
D

T,m,n

5
1

nz
S ]Tzx

]m D
T,anx ,n

, ~15!

where the vectorn[(nx ,ny ,nz). Thus, from the plots in Fig.
4 and Eq.~15!, Tzx must increasewith increasingm ~i.e.,
with increasing relative humidity! over the range
mx

gb(T,anx)<m,m0 and decreaseover the rangem0,m
<mx

bl(T,anx); for m[m0 , Tzx is maximum. Moreover, this
dependence of the shear stress onm must hold regardless o
the shear strain becauser̄(m,T,anx) is a monotonic function
of anx for all thermodynamic states belonging to the setM,
as the plots in Fig. 4 clearly show.

FIG. 4. Mean densityr̄ of bridge phase as function of she
strain anx for case III along paths of constant chemical poten
identified in Fig. 3. Solid lines are intended to guide the eye. Cur
end at intersection betweenm5const and coexistence lines limitin
one-phase region of bridge phases in Fig. 3~see text!.
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C. Humidity dependence of yield strength

Since the yield strengthts is nothing but a particular
value ofTzx ~namely, its maximum, see Sec. III!, we surmise
on the basis of considerations in Sec. III B thatts(m) will
increase and decrease with increasingm ~i.e., with increasing
relative humidity! over the rangesmx

gb(T,anx)<m,m0 and
m0,m<mx

bl(T,anx), respectively, exhibiting a maximum a
m5m0. Plots ofts(m) in Fig. 5 confirm this. However, the

l
s

FIG. 5. Yield-strength versus chemical potential~i.e., relative
humidity!; ~a! Cases I and II,~b! Cases II and III, and~c! Cases III
and IV ~see Table I!.
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width of a curve as well as the location and height of
maximum depend on the parameters. Generally speaking
width of ts(m) can be correlated withM @see Eq.~11!, Figs.
2~a!–2~c!#. Therefore, the same arguments invoked above
rationalize the size and shape of one-phase regions of br
phases can be employed here to understand variations i
width of ts(m).

According to its definition in Eq.~8!, ts(m) is a measure
of resistance of a bridge against its shear-induced des
tion. This resistance is controlled essentially by the sa
factors that determine the magnitude ofA1F @see Eq.~12!#.
However, we note that raising the temperature seems to
ducets(m0) more strongly@see Fig. 5~c!# than it reduces the
magnitude ofA1F @see Fig. 2~c!#. This can be rationalized by
observing that the density difference between regions
high~er! and low~er! densitywithin a given bridge phase de
creases with increasingT. In other words, the degree of he
erogeneity of the bridge phase in the direction of the app
shear strain decreases with increasing temperature. Sinc
heterogeneity is the principal source of resistance of
bridge to lateral deformation, the yield strength must decl
with temperature regardless ofm ~that is, independently o
the relative humidity!.

D. Structure of sheared bridge phases

Additional insight can be acquired by examining t
structure of the sheared bridge, which can be directly p
ceived inr. A quantitative representation of the local dens
that minimizes the amount of information that must be d
played can be obtained by defining the set

S.5H ~xi ,zi !ur i[r~xi ,zi !>
1

2J ~16!

of lattice sites at which the local density equals or exceed1
2 .

These sites are indicated by dark gray~see Fig. 6!. Comple-
mentingS. is the set

S,5H ~xi ,zi !ur i<
1

2J ~17!

of lattice sites at which the local density is less than or eq
to 1

2 ~denoted by white space in Fig. 6!. The contour defined
by

L5S.ùS, ~18!

is the line along whichr i[
1
2 and which separates the regio

of ‘‘high’’ and ‘‘low’’ density.
For case II we consider these coarse-grained local den

plots at anx512 for three different values ofm: m5
23.03, m522.98, m5m0'msat523. Figure 6~c! shows
that for m5m0 the width of the bridge in thex direction is
constant along its length (z). The bridge appears to b
‘‘stretched’’ on account of the applied shear strain, that isL
is longer for the sheared bridge than for its unsheared co
terpart. However, form below @see Fig. 6~a!# and above@see
Fig. 6~b!# m0 the structure of the sheared bridge is distinc
different. The plot in Fig. 6~a! shows that the midsection o
04612
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S. along thez direction is much narrower compared with th
plot in Fig. 6~c!. This is consistent with our earlier observ
tion that r̄ @that is, the mean density defined earlier in E
~13!# at m,m0 is less thanr̄ at m5m0 ~see Figs. 3 and 4!.
By reducing its density the bridge phase atm523.03 main-
tains L approximately perpendicular to the direction of th
applied shear strain, except for small regions in the vicin
of the substrates. A similar effect is observed for the brid
phase atm522.98@see Fig. 6~b!#, except that the density o
the bridge increases with shear strain~see Figs. 3 and 4!.
Comparing Figs. 6~a! and 6~b! we note a curious and striking
symmetry:S. below m0 is nearly identical withS, above
m0 and vice versa.

Shear-induced structural changes in the bridge can
seen by comparingL for anx511 with that for a slightly
higher shear strainanx512 in Fig. 7. Form0'm523 ~that
is, near the ‘‘center’’ ofM ), L shifts in the direction of the
applied shear strain as the plot in Fig. 7~c! shows. The cor-
responding plots in Figs. 7~a! and 7~b! indicate that on ac-

FIG. 6. The setsS. ~gray area! andS, ~white area! @see Eqs.
~16! and~17!# separated by the lineL @see Eq.~18!# for Case III at
anx512: ~a! m523.03, ~b! m522.98, and~c! m0'msat523
~see text!.
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count of the respective shear-induced decrease@see Fig. 7~a!#
and increase@see Fig. 7~b!# in density only a part ofL shifts
upon increasing the shear strain. One notices furtherm
from Fig. 5~b! that ts(m) is higher for m0'm523 com-
pared with bothm522.98 andm523.03, where only parts
of L shift. Sincets(m) is the ~maximum! change in the
grand potential per unit area@see Eq.~7!# we conclude that
by altering its density the bridge can compensate part of
work done by shearing it. This effect is qualitatively th
same, regardless of whether the change inanx increases or
decreases the density of the bridge.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Experimental studies of the effects of humidity on t
force of friction on the macroscale@8,9,23# implicate liquid
bridges on the nanoscale. However, the macroscopic the
dynamic treatment@8# of the phenomenon leaves open t
question of the molecular mechanisms by which liqu
bridges may give rise to friction. Using an ideal contact,

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 6, but only for the lineL as a function of the
shear strain:anx511 ~dashed line! andanx512 ~solid line!.
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explore here the role of bridges in static friction at the nan
cale. Our model comprises a simple~spherically symmetric!
fluid confined between two plane-parallel substrates de
rated with weakly and strongly attractive stripes that alt
nate periodically in one transverse direction. It is the si
plest model possessing the transverse heterogen
necessary for the contact to sustain a shear stress. We
scribe the film approximately as a nearest-neighbor, me
field cubic lattice gas. Previous investigations by us@25–
27,29,30# have shown the model to give rise to bridg
phases, although the mechanical properties of the brid
have not been systematically studied until now. In para
with the experiment, we concentrate on the influence
chemical potentialm ~analogous to humidity! on static fric-
tion. Specifically, we plot yield-strength curves~shear yield
stressts versusm) and look at how they depend on oth
parameters of the model~i.e., distancenz between the sub-
strates, strengthe f w of the ‘‘weak’’ stripe, and temperature
T). We find that the width of the one-phase region of brid
phases~i.e., the range ofm over which the bridge phase i
the thermodynamically stable phase! depends strongly on
those other parameters. The yield-strength curve has a ‘‘
versal’’ shape: asm varies over the range of stability,ts
exhibits a single maximum near the center of the range;ts is
roughly symmetric about the maximum. This general dep
dence ofts on m is intimately linked via a Maxwell relation
to the variation of the mean density of bridge phases with
shear strain at constant chemical potential~i.e., constant rela-
tive humidity!.

Variations of the yield-strength curve with alterations
nz , e f w , andT can be correlated with the width of the on
phase region of bridge phases and their stability. The wi
of the one-phase region is controlled by the degree of che
cal heterogeneity of the substrate, which depends one f s
2e f w , that is, the difference in strength of attraction of
lattice-gas molecule by the ‘‘strong’’ and ‘‘weak’’ stripes
Stability of the bridge phase, on the other hand, depends
the length of the bridge spanning the gap between the op
site ‘‘strong’’ stripes. The stability of a bridge also depen
on its temperature. The higherT is, the more alike are
high~er!- and low~er!-density regions of the bridge phas
Thus, ‘‘warmer’’ bridges are less heterogeneous in the dir
tion of the applied shear strain. Since this heterogeneit
the source of resistance to the applied shear stress@27#, the
latter declines with increasingT.

The results of the model calculations are not strictly co
parable with the experimental results of Schergeet al. @23#,
but several common trends are worthy of mention. Sche
et al. measured the force of friction between a 2-mm sa
phire sphere and ‘‘flat’’ silicon surfaces as a function of h
midity at several temperatures and at a constantload. In the
case of the ‘‘hydrophilic’’ Si surface~which would be attrac-
tive to water molecules! they observe that friction~1! rises
with humidity and at the lower temperatures studied may
through a maximum;~2! increases with decreasing temper
ture; and~3! rises with increasing relative humidity toward
maximum more rapidly at lower temperature than at hig
temperature.

The experiment utilizes a macroscopic contact and t
4-8
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involves a distribution of sizes and shapes of nanosco
contacts. Moreover, in the experiment the load is fixed rat
than the separation between sphere and flat, whereas i
model the distance between the substrates of the single n
scopic contact is kept constant rather than the normal st
~load per unit area!. Nevertheless, in parallel with the exper
ment we find that~1! ts rises with increasingm and can go
through a maximum in the range ofm belowsaturation~see
Figs. 4 and 5!; ~2! ts increases with decreasingT ~see Fig.
5!; and ~3! ts rises with increasingm toward a maximum
more rapidly at lowerT than at higherT ~see Fig. 5!. These
similarities encourage us to believe that the model has es
tial elements in common with the real system and that w
appropriate refinements the experiment and theory may
oli

ur

ys

nd

no

.
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gether yield useful insight into the role of fluid bridges
friction.
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